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DESIGN PARAMETERS IN HOUSING CONSTRUCTION AND THE
MARKET FOR URBAN HOUSING
BY HANS-JÜRGEN BÜTTLER AND MARTIN J. BECKMANN1
The "new urban economics" is rather explicit with respect to demand for housing but the
supply of housing is usually treated in a very cursory fashion. Housing is normally regarded
as a one-dimensional good and equilibrium in a city is mostly concerned with the land
market rather than the housing market. This paper introduces, on the supply side, the
concept of design parameters of a building and, on the demand side, the concept of housing
attributes, i.e. multi-dimensional housing. By means of structural analysis an engineering
cost function is obtained in terms of design parameters. Due to housing attributes, the
demand for housing and the supply of housing, the latter being based on the engineering
cost function, should be derived simultaneously. Equilibrium is defined on the housing
market rather than on the land market. It is shown how in equilibrium housing rent, land
rent, design parameters of buildings, and population density all depend on distance from
the center of the city and on parameters of the problem: income, city population, diameter
of the city, and technical coefficients.
1. INTRODUCTION

THE MAIN THEME of the "new urban economics" (Mills, [7]) has been to show
how the intensity of residential land use as measured by the population density
decreases with increasing distance from the central business district (CBD). It is
recognized, of course, that housing represents a multi-dimensional good, but the
simplifying assumptions underlying the common type of model in the new urban
economics states that all other housing attributes are monotone functions of
density so that, in effect, housing may be treated mathematically as a onedimensional entity (Muth [9, p. 80]).
The "new urban economics" is rather explicit with respect to utility and demand
but the supply side is usually treated in a very cursory fashion. The purpose of this
paper is to rectify this imbalance by attempting a careful analysis of housing supply
based on a detailed consideration of structural analysis.
Building costs consist of two parts: First, the structural cost is a function of
the design parameters, i.e. the height of the building, the area of the building,
and the span width between supporting walls. This structural cost is determined by the rules of structural analysis and structural technology. Second, the
nonstructural or finishing cost does not depend on design parameters. Capital can
be viewed as the total building costs, i.e. the sum of structural cost and finishing
cost. Consider housing as a multi-dimensional good. The first element of this
vector is, say, the housing space demanded per household and the remaining
elements are various housing attributes. The algebraic product of the number of
stories, which is the height of building divided by the height of story, and the area
of building is the total housing space supplied in a building. Thus, the design
parameters determine the supply of housing space in area units, whereas the
1
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elements of the finishing cost can be regarded as various housing attributes. The
variation of the dimensions of the building with distance from the central business
district is, therefore, due to the design parameters or the structural cost function,
and not, as was argued in "new urban economics," due to the capital intensity per
se. Capital can vary with the elements of the finishing cost while holding the
dimensions of the building constant.
Section 2 derives the structural frame cost as a function of the design
parameters. This function is a ratio of two polynomials in terms of the height and
area of a building. Under the common assumption of a featureless plane, the
geological conditions of the soil are the same throughout the city. It is assumed
that the buildings are standing on bed rock and have no basement. Therefore, the
structural costs consist only of the structural frame cost, i.e. the foundation cost is
neglected. The structural frame cost function can be converted into an implicit
two-factor production function, where the factors are capital and land. Capital is
the sum of structural cost and finishing cost, the former being the sum of material
cost, labor cost, and service cost of the construction equipment. The structural
frame cost function or the production function differ from the well-known
functions in the sense that both functions are influenced by the maximum
(ultimate) height of a building, which is determined by material properties. It is
obvious that the ultimate height of a wood building is less than that of a steel
building.
Section 3 derives the supply of housing from profit-maximizing behavior of
landlords or building owners. Using a simplified formula for the structural frame
cost function, constant elasticity supply functions are obtained. In Section 4 the
demand for housing is considered as the result of utility-maximizing behavior of
households. The utility function is specified to be logarithmic and linear so as to
yield bid rent functions and housing space demand functions in agreement with
observed empirical regularities: a housing space demand of unit elasticity and
exponential densities with respect to distance from the CBD.
Section 5 finally determines equilibrium on the competitive market without
land-use regulations by equating supply and demand for housing space
throughout the residential zone of a city. This zone is assumed to extend between
distances r0 and r\ from the CBD. Moreover, total population and average
household income are assumed given. Since commuting cost is considered to be a
time cost only, the equilibrium turns out to be independent of the income
distribution. It is shown how land rent, housing rent, height and area of building,
density of population, and utility levels all depend on distance from the CBD
(except utility levels) and on the boundary conditions of the problem: income, city
population, diameter of the city, and technical coefficients.

2. ANALYSIS OF THE STRUCTURE

Assume a residential building with the shape and the dimensions as shown in
Figure 1.
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H : height of building
F s d*:orea of building or of
ceiling
t : height of story
h : thickness of ceilings
d : thickness of walls
a/f : span width between supporting walls, f = 1,2,3,...

FIGURE 1.—Residential building.

For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the area of the building is quadratic
and that only outer and inner walls are supporting elements of the building, i.e. we
do not consider columns as supporting elements. This is appropriate for materials
like wood, brick, or reinforced concrete, while columns should be taken into
account when considering steel or composite elements. However, in the sense of
structural analysis columns can be treated like walls. We will derive the structural
frame cost as a function of the design parameters, namely the area of a ceiling, the
height of the building, and the span width between supporting elements. This will
be done through the application of structural analysis and structural technology.
2.1. Determination of Ceiling Parameters
The thickness of a ceiling can be determined as a function of the area of a ceiling
when considering the maximum bending moment of a plate (Girkmann [6]):
(D

m=£-/*

(7)'

where m is the maximum bending moment per unit of distance, £ a parameter
which depends upon the supporting conditions of the plate, and /* the continuous
load. The parameter £ is, for instance, for a quadratic and simply supported slab
0.0368 and will be treated as a constant for our purposes. The load consists of two
components, the dead load and the live load. The live load / is given by
engineering design standards and is, therefore, a constant. The continuous dead
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load per unit of area is:
(2)

ld = yoh,

where yD is the specific weight of the ceiling material and h the thickness of the
ceiling or, shortly, plate. Therefore, the maximum bending moment of the plate is:
(3)

m=C(l +

yDh)(ff.
f>

Design in the range of elasticity of the material involved requires that the actual
stresses in the plate be less or equal to the allowable stresses which are given by
engineering design standards and, therefore, are constant. Optimum design
requires, therefore (Stiissi [11]):

">

-£•

where crz are the allowable stresses and W is the section modulus of the plate. The
latter is for a homogeneous and rectangular cross section W = h2/6. Since the
section modulus of a heterogeneous cross section depends on the materials in use,
we introduce a technical constant wi allowing for this variation. Therefore,
(5)

W = tt-Wl.
6

As a matter of fact, the constant w\ also depends on engineering design standards.
Indeed, American standards require a mixed elastic-plastic design, whereas, for
instance, with Swiss standards a pure elastic design is possible. The constant w\
depends, in principle, both on the yield stresses and the moduli of elasticity of the
cross section materials. Substituting (3) and (5) into (4) and solving the quadratic
equation, the thickness of the plate is obtained:

<«

*""I(7)M7)[(7)'+»B

where
_ 3|yo
11=
;
Wio-z

T

_ 2 Wi<rJ
?2 = r
2 •
3 t,yD

Note that with heterogeneous cross sections, e.g. reinforced concrete cross
sections, the static height and not the thickness of the ceiling is the appropriate
variable. The small difference, however, is neglected. The parameter T\\ has the
dimension one over unit of distance and the parameter r/2 the dimension unit of
area. The quantity of materials needed in the ceilings of the building is, therefore,
the number of stories (ground floor included) times the quantity of material of one
ceiling:

(7)

^ = *- 2 (7+0 = M7+C[^n(7+1)-
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Since it is assumed that the geological conditions of the soil are the same
throughout the city (assumption of the featureless plane), the foundation of the
buildings will be neglected, i.e. the buildings are standing on bed rock and have no
basement.
2.2. Determination of Wall Parameters

The walls of the ground floor support the maximum load, therefore, the design
will be done at the ground level. Here, we disregard that the depth of the walls
does, possibly, vary gradually with the distance from the ground floor. This is a
reasonable assumption within the range of residential buildings, because the
marginal gain from saving material is usually more than offset by the marginal cost
of producing walls with varying depths. The load to be supported by the wall
consists of two parts, i.e. the load from the ceilings and the dead load of the walls.
The maximum load resting on one wall is

«

^\\*(l)^(l)\-"+<l)^-

>~

The first term in curly brackets represents the dead load of a ceiling and the second
term, the live load resting on a ceiling. The total load of one ceiling is multiplied by
the number of stories (ground floor excluded). The last term in (8) represents the
dead load of the wall in question, where d means the thickness of the wall and yw
the specific weight of wall material. The wall must be safe against buckling which
requires the actual load times a safety factor to be less than or equal to the critical
load. Then optimum design requires:
(9)

Lwn=Pk.

The safety factor is treated as a constant and is in fact given by engineering design
standards. It is assumed that the walls are slender, so that the critical stress can be
written in the form of Tetmajer's formula (Ziegler [12]):
(10)

(Tk = (Tf - (T0 • Sb ,

where o-k is the critical stress, crf the yield stress, and o~0 a technical constant, all
depending upon the material. It is assumed that all materials under consideration
fit into the framework of equation (10). Finally, Sh is the ratio of slenderness
which, for a rectangular cross section, can be written:
(11)

56 = VÎ2^.
a

Here t is the height of a story and represents the buckling length. T is a corrective
factor incorporating two effects: the buckling length for frame buckling may be
different from the height of a story t; secondly, the moment of inertia of
heterogeneous cross sections depends on the material used. The critical load is
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then the critical stress times the cross section of the wall:
(12)

Pk=crk-d-(~).

Substituting (8), (10), (11), and (12) into (9) and solving for the thickness of the
wall yields
n-r»
(13)

d^=

n
2 , ^ , H, Vl2 a-pTt
^T7i
nu AvDah + la2l2}—+——.
2af(crf-f2Hyw)
t
(af-flywH)

The thickness of the wall goes to infinity as the height of the building approaches
arf/(ywn) which for reinforced concrete is approximately 600 meters. This figure
is, of course, not to be taken literally because for large d equation (10) does not
apply and, in addition, there are other problems, not considered here, which also
determine the ultimate (maximum) height of a building. However, the present
approach includes the most important features determining the ultimate height of
a building and is, therefore, sufficient to explain the typical shape of the structural
frame cost function. Note that, for instance, the height of New York's WorldTrade-Center twin towers is approximately 410 meters. The quantity of materials
needed for the walls is, therefore,
(14)

Mw = 2(f+l)a-d-H.

Substituting (6) into (13) and (13) into (14) yields the following expression for the
quantity of material of the walls:

(15)

M

(/+l)ß

[F2 +F3/2[F g

f

HI/ZI

l, FJ H

2

--/fr-flgy.)i™*• i7 Ti/ H r ' \2>/Ï2(/+DO-OTÏ
(<rf-n7wH)

1/2

2.3. Production Possibility Curve
A production possibility curve for the two "outputs," area and height of the
building, can be constructed when considering as an input the total quantity of
material taken from (7) and (15):
(16)

M-M D +Mw=^{F 2 + F3/2[F+r,2/2]1/2}
fH
It
.

(/+l)/2y p
ft(a
ft(af~y
ÜH)
f-Jv
w,{mY

(/+D/2-/
ft(<rf-ywfm)

21

\

2 2VÏ2(/+l)crort
(crf-ywnH)

1/2

For a given quantity of material the production possibility curve looks as shown in
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Figure 2. When differentiating implicitly equation (16), it can be shown that the
rate of transformation is negative:
(17)

dF
dH

H,F>0

<« £ <« £
H=0

<0.
H = af/(y„n)

Note that the maximum height of a building is not determined by the given
quantity of material, but rather by the ultimate height, which is given by equation
(13).

M=

£{F%F"*[F+7,2f*]'"}
M = M(F,H)

-•• H

G,/(y„u)

FIGURE 2.—Production possibility curve: combinations of area F and height H attainable with a
given quantity of material M.

2.4. Structural Frame Cost Function
Costs will now be derived under the following assumptions: First, a particular
material or combination of materials is to be used. Therefore, there is no
substitution between material and labor hours, or material and machine hours.
Second, all substitition between labor hours and machine hours has already been
made by the construction industry, i.e. the minimum cost combination with regard
to labor and machines has already been found by the construction industry. It
follows that all inputs are in fixed relations to the output. Unlike a Leontief
production and cost function, the present structural frame cost function is
nonlinear in the design parameters.
There are four processes or costs to be considered: First, the installation cost of
the construction equipment on the construction site and the capital service cost of
the construction equipment (depreciation of and interest payments on the
equipment). These costs are treated as fixed cost C*. Second, the processing of the
material on the construction site, i.e. the production of concrete from cement,
water, etc. The labor hours and machine hours are considered to be in fixed
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relation to the quantity of material:
(18a)

L^M-l.-pL,

(18b)

B^M-b^-pB,

where L t , B\ are the labor and machine costs, respectively, /i, b\ are labor and
machine coefficients, and pL, pB are the wage rate and the price of material
associated with machine hours (energy, etc.), respectively. Third, the average
transportation cost of the material on the construction site is a function of the
quantity of the material multiplied by the distance. The distance is both measured
horizontally and vertically. The labor cost L2 for the average transportation
distance of the materials is:
r

(19)

r"

L 2 = 2(/+l)
I

Hit

adydy+Z
Jo

fff

\ ra

h-F't-i + [-+l}\

i=l

\ t

ahydy

/Jo

+ (/+!)( dHydy + (f+l)d-H.^-}l2-pL,
Jo
2->
where 12 is a labor coefficient. Integrating and summing in (19) yields (20a) for the
labor cost L2 and (20b) for the machine cost B2'.
(20a)

L2 = j Mw(y+0 + M D (y+0 } l2pL,

(20b)

B2 = {Mw(^ + ^) + MD(y + ^) } b2pB.

Here b2 is a machine coefficient. Fourth, the labor and machine costs for the
processing of the material in situ (e.g. vibration of the reinforced concrete, laying
of the reinforcement steel, setting up moulds for concrete) are proportional to the
areas in the building:
(21a)

L3 = {F(y+l) + 2(/+l)F 1 / 2 HJ/3-p^

(21b)

B3 = [F(~+ l) +2(/+ 1)F1/2//} Z>3 • PB,

where L3, Bj, are the labor and machine costs, respectively, and l^, 63 labor and
machine coefficients. If pM denotes the price of the material of walls or ceilings,
then the total structural frame cost K can be written:
(22)

K = C*+M-pM+i(L, + Bl).
;=i

Substituting (16), (18), (20), and (21) into (22) we finally find the structural frame
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cost K as a function of the design parameters F, H, and /:
(23)

K = C*+^{F2 + F3/2[F +

r,2f2]l/2}(^+l)\pM+pLll+pBbl

+ (H + Fl'2)l2l2pL + (H + Fl/2)l2b2pB

+

7^sr^"^ • ^p**«"*1"**
v±iM| A
+(«+F'«>^J+7f
/(ay - y flH) 7i t M
w

l/2 1

+ pLh+pBbl + (H + F ) 2l2pL + (H + Fl/2tib2pB}
+ Fl/2H\2(f+\)(pLl3
, 2Vl2t70Tf(/+l)r
+

+ b3pB)

—1
7^TT\—LpM+PLli+PBDi + (H+F
(a-f - -YwiiH)

+

1/2i

hhpL

(H+Fi/2)^2Pfl]}+F(y+1) (PLi3+pBb3).

The design parameter/, shortly denoted as "span width," can be determined as a
function of the height H and area F of the building. The structural frame cost of
equation (23) is then a function of the height and area of the building on its own. If
it is assumed that the rental revenues of a building do not depend on the span
width /, then the latter can be determined from minimizing the structural frame
cost function with regard to the span width /:
(24a)

ftJC
— = 0=V(f,F,H).
of

The function W of (24a) is a polynomial expression in terms of the span width / of
fourth degree. It cannot be solved explicitly, even if it is assumed that either the
live load or the dead load is effective. Moreover, it is not easy to identify the
absolute cost minimum. However, numerical calculations of (23), the results of
which are represented in Figure 3, suggest the following: First, unique cost
minima and, therefore, optimal span widths / do exist. Second, the variation of the
optimal span width / with respect to a variation of the area of the building F
exceeds by far that with respect to a variation of the height of the building H, i.e.
df

df

^»dr0Both results conform with structural analysis and practical experience. This is a
first plausibility test for the shape of the structural frame cost function of equation
(23).
Given the optimal span width /, the structural frame cost function (23) is,
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mathematically, a ratio of two polynomials in the area F and height H of the
building. Due to the envelope theorem, the height and area elasticities of the
structural frame cost can be derived directly from the partial derivatives of (23)
with respect to height and area of building:
d\nK din K
din ^ din F'

din K
.2.5.
dlnp'

din A" :
-«oo.
a In H
InK,

1

F = 400m 2 , H/t = 3

2

F =1600

, H/1 = 3

3

F =400

, H/t = 30

4

F=1600

, H/t =30

-•-f

1
2
3
4
5
FIGURE 3.—Structural frame cost K as a function of span width /.

The height elasticity is greater than the area elasticity of structural frame cost. On
the other hand, the upper bound of the height elasticity is infinity, whereas that of
the area elasticity is 2.5. These relations will be used in the next section when a
simplified structural frame cost function is assumed.
A second plausibility test for the shape of the structural frame cost function (23)
is provided when the cost function is converted into a production function, an
isoquant of which will be examined numerically. Define the total building cost to
be the capital stock. Since the finishing cost is independent of the design
parameters, it can be inserted into the fixed cost C* in (23). The capital stock is,
thus, represented by the structural frame cost K in (23). Moreover, define the area
of building F as land to be used for the building, and total production of housing
space in the building as the output Q:
(24b)

<,-#

or

H-,*

Then equation (23) can be interpreted as the implicit production function after
substituting (24b) into (23):
(25)

<f,(F,Q)-K = 0,

where <£ is the function defined by (23). The production function is approximately
of the implicit addilog type (Sato [10]). Equation (25) has been solved numerically
and the result is depicted in Figure 4. The isoquant in Figure 4 has the following
properties: First, it is convex. Second, there exists a lower bound of land F, for
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l : land price [$/mz]
H<l.3t

920

f

F'

K [I]

13'000 K*
FIGURE 4.—Isoquant for Q = 1200 m 2 housing space as a function of land F and capital K.

which the capital stock K goes to infinity. This lower bound is determined by the
ultimate height of the building as given in equation (13). Third, the isoquant
exhibits also an inefficient region in which both capital and land increase. This
region lies above point B, which is a point of the ridge line, and it is represented by
building heights which are less than 1.3 of the height of a story t, the latter being
given by construction codes. Fourth, the building height rises steadily along the
isoquant from point B to the asymptote.
The cost minimization for a given output Q determines now both the optimal
land lot and capital stock. Capital has a unit price, and the slope of the cost
equation is equal to the land price /. The technical rate of substitution equals the
land price at point A in Figure 4 which is a point of the expansion path. Optimal
land lot and capital stock, F* and K*, determine the optimal height of the
building.
Finally, equation (23) represents the structural frame cost function for a given
combination of wall and ceiling materials. There exist structural frame cost
functions of the form (23) for all feasible combinations of material. Figure 5
depicts this situation for three combinations of material. The structural frame cost
is shown as a function of the height of building, while the area of building is held

1 wood frame
2 brick walls and reinforced
concrete ceilings
3 steel frame with reinforced
concrete core
4 envelope

—- H
H,

Hz

H,

FIGURE 5.—Structural frame cost K for various material combinations as a function of the building
height H.
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constant. The various ultimate heights of the building are determined by equation
(13), and they tend to rise with increasing section modulus of the material. It is
obvious that the ultimate height of a steel frame is greater than that of a lumber
frame. The height elasticities of structural frame cost go to infinity in the
neighborhood of the ultimate heights, HI, H2, and H3, as shown in Figure 5. The
overall structural frame cost function for all feasible material combinations is then
the envelope, which is shown as curve 4 in Figure 5.

3. SUPPLY OF HOUSING

Assume that each building is situated on a lot as shown in Figure 6. According to
economic theory, the supply of housing space is determined by the profitmaximizing behavior of the owner of the building. We outline first the general
w
lot

u

a

a = F'/Z: width of building

y////,
'bull ding '

1

''/////

1

2u + a: width of lot
2w: width of road

1

u

I
w

I
w

u

a

u

w

FIGURE 6.—Land lot and area of building.

problem in the case that housing attributes are included. Later on we drop the
general form for the sake of simplicity. It is assumed that the housing market is
competitive so that the owner of a building is a price taker but that the housing
rent varies with the housing attributes the owner decides to supply. Note that this
assumption does not imply any monopoly power of the building owner, since the
costs of the attributes are independent of the owner's choice. This will be made
more explicit in the fourth section. The attributes considered here are: the
finishing cost 7, the "garden width" u, and the height of the building H. The latter
has a negative marginal utility, i.e. it is assumed that the tenants prefer single-story
homes to multi-story buildings. According to the preceding section, the finishing
or nonstructural costs / include costs for façade, partition walls, false ceilings,
sanitary, electrical, and mechanical installations, outside finishing, and inside
finishing. In addition, the housing rent q depends on the distance r from the center
of the city. The net housing space of one story is the area F minus the traffic area
FO for elevators, staircases, etc. F0 in turn is a function of the building area F and
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the building height H. In addition, it is assumed that each owner of a building
has to pay for the land to half of a road width. The expression for profit maximization is
(26)

max TT* = f °[q(r, I, u,H, z)[F-F0(F, #)]--« (z)}<r' 2 dz
{F,H,I,u}

JQ

t

-K(0)-l(r)LOT + {l(r)LOT + K(T0)}e~iT°,

where TT* denotes profit; n(z) is gross investment in the building; K(0) = K + 1,
where K is from equation (23); / is finishing cost; l(r) is land price; LOT =
F2 + 4Fl/2u+4u2 + 4(Fl/2 + 2u)w+4w2; i is interest rate; z is time; T0 is final
time; and K(z) = n ( z ) - S K ( z ) , where S is the depreciation rate.
Total profits in (26) are the sum of the integral of the discounted net rental
revenues and the discounted scrap value of the real estate at the final time, minus
the building and land costs at the beginning of the time period. The housing rent
could depend explicitly on time, if price expectations are taken into account. It will
be shown later that the profit and utility maximizations are interdependent
through the housing attributes.
Here, we are interested in the stationary state of the residential economy: The
dynamic utility approach will be disregarded in the fourth section. A stationary
state implies: First, the depreciation rate is constant, i.e. the filtering down of the
buildings, if any, is not considered. Second, maintenance preserves the capital
stock invested in the building, i.e. K(z) = 0, the lifetime is infinite, i.e. T0-* oo, and
the housing rent does not depend on time. In addition, the variable part of the
envelope of the structural frame cost functions is simplified to a Cobb-Douglas
function in the height and area of the building. Thus, total building cost becomes:
(27)

K(0) = C* + C$FeHy + I,

where C* is a constant and, according to the preceding section, y > e > l .
Consideration of the general cost function as given in (23) does not alter the
general form of the solution but runs into cumbersome calculations. The height
and area elasticities of structural frame cost, y and e, could be determined
empirically, e.g. by linear regression. With these assumptions, equation (26)
becomes:
(28)

max ir = q(r, I, u,H) • [F-F0(F, H)]--C-C0FfHy-I(i
{F.H.I.u}

+ 8)

t

-p(r){F + 4Fl/2u+4u2 + 4(F1/2 + 2u)w+4w2},

where ir = ir*i defines profits per period of time, C = C*(i + S) is fixed cost per
period of time, C0= C* (i + S) is structural frame cost coefficient per period of
time, and p(r) = l(r)i is land rent.
Profits in (28) are to be maximized with respect to design parameters and
housing attributes. Equation (28) corresponds to equation (37) in the fourth
section. The period of time, according to the utility maximization, is assumed to be
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one day. The first-order conditions for equation (28) are:
^q[l-^]^-gCoF'-1ir-p(r){l-2F-^u}^0,

(29a)

^
(29c)

^-^-^l^-ir}-*-™*-'-0^=§ [F -Fo]y-(/ + S) = 0,
Öl

(29d)

öl

t

— = %F-Fo]--p(r){4F1/2 + 8H + 8>v} = 0.
du

t

du

The results of equation (29a) and (29b) are standard. They indicate that the
marginal daily revenue should be equal to the marginal daily cost, both with
respect to area or height, respectively. Or, using the definitions in equation (28), it
follows that the ratio of the marginal revenue to the marginal total cost with
respect to the height of the building, i.e. the marginal internal rate of return,
equals the sum of interest rate and depreciation rate:
(30)

^c^+C/F^+I^BH ~{marginal internal rate of return}= (i + S)-

Division of equation (29d) through equation (29c) yields the following result with
respect to the housing attributes:
(3D

^ = 7^4{a + 2 W+ 2w}.
dq/dl (i+8)

The ratio of the marginal housing rents with respect to the housing attributes
"garden width" and "finishing cost" must equal the algebraic product of the
capitalized land rent and the circumference of the total land lot. If e(u,q) denotes
the elasticity of demand for the garden width u with respect to the housing rent
and similarly e(I, q) the elasticity for the finishing cost, then equation (31) can be
written:
(32)

^l
+2u +2w}.
s(u,q) = ^
I i4{a
+S

In Section 4 we will show that for a logarithmic utility function these elasticities
are constant. For the sake of simplicity, we now drop the housing attributes, the
private ownership of the roads, and the traffic areas F0. From equations (29a) and
(29b) the following exressions for the design parameters are obtained:
(33a)

H = y(y-e)-ltpq~l,

(33b)

F =y -^-

1

)( y - e )^- 1 >/<-- 1 >r 1 ' /<£ - 1) Co 1/( ^ 1) p" < ^ 1)/<e " 1> q W<e " 1) -

The second-order conditions for a profit maximum are met if y > e > 1 which in
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turn is true by assumption. The height of the building H increases with the
increasing ratio of land rent to housing rent, while the area of the building F
decreases with the same ratio. The supply of housing space at distance r becomes
now:
(34)

Q^F-=y-<— +1)/(e - 1)
. (,y_e)<T-e)/U-l>j—y/(e-l)£.-l/(«r-l)

-(r-r)/(e-l) (y-* + D/U-l)

The supply elasticity with respect to the housing rent is constant and equal to
(y — e + l)/(e — l), while the supply elasticity with respect to the land rent is
—(y — e)/(e -1). With the values y = 3 and e = 2 these elasticities are 2 and —1,
respectively. (For empirical results, see e.g. Buttler [4].) The land rent in the long
run is determined by the condition that the landlords absorb any profits due to
location. From this it follows that building owner's profits are zero throughout the
city:
(35)

ir = q(r)F--C-C0FfHy-pF

= 0.

Finally, land rent and design parameters are obtained from equations (33) and
(35) as functions of the housing rent:
(36a)

H =y -''<*-'>( e - l)(-l)/(r-')r-/(y-.)c-(.-l)/(y-r)c-i/(r-.)q./(1,-.))

fîfih^

F = •vy^y~<!^ (F —

(36c)

p = y-y/(y~'\y-e)

\\~^y~^^y~e^ty^y~^(~'^y~^/t-y~e^(~'l^y~f^a~y^y~e^

X (fi - l)( e - 1 )/(T- e >^-T/(T-e)^'-U-l)/(T-e)^,-l/(T-s)_Y/(y-e)

The height of the building H varies directly with the housing rent but inversely
with the fixed cost and the height of a story. On the other hand, increasing the
housing rent tends to decrease the area of the building. Finally, the land rent
gradient is steeper than that for the housing rent, because d In p/d lnq =
y/(y-e)>l.
4. DEMAND FOR HOUSING

The analysis of housing demand will be based on the following utility function
(Beckmann [1]):
(37)

U = a0\n(y-qs) + ai(T-kr) + a2lns+ £ a,-lnfc,,
i=3

where U denotes utility; at(i = 0,1,... n) are positive coefficients, the "attractions" of different consumption activities; y is household income per day; q is
housing rent in units of money per area and day; s is housing space in units of area;
T is non working hours per day; k is time spent on commuting per unit of distance
from the CBD; r is distance from the CBD; and the h, are attributes of housing
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such as distance separating the building from the next building, garden space,
finishing cost, recreational facilities, etc.
The utility function is assumed to be logarithmic with respect to all consumption
variables except time. This choice will be shown to be consistent with two
empirical observations:
1. Housing space demand has approximately unit elasticity with respect to both
income and price. It should be noted that the elasticities defined here are
elasticities of housing space demand, whereas the published elasticities for the
U.S.A. are elasticities of housing demand. Housing demand is usually measured as
real housing expenditures, but housing space demand must refer to housing space
in units of area. We expect the published income elasticities of housing demand
for the U.S.A., which are less than unity, to be underestimates of the income
elasticity of housing space demand defined here.
2. The number of households or persons per area, i.e. the population density, is
approximately negative exponential with respect to distance from the CBD.
Households can choose the amount of housing space s and their location r.
Location means distance from the CBD. The housing attributes h-, are, as specified
in the profit maximization of equation (28), the finishing cost h3 = /, the garden
width h4=u, and the height of the building h5 = —H. As was noted in Section 3,
the housing attributes are chosen by the owner of the building, rather than by the
household. However, this is a matter of convenience as will be explained below.
Since the housing rent q is a function of all housing attributes &,, this approach
implies: First, profit and utility maximizations are interdependent through the
housing attributes. Second, the demand for and the supply of housing attributes
hi(i = 3 to 5) is always equalized in a building. Equilibrium on the housing market
then only refers to the demand for and supply of housing space in a residential city.
Equivalently, in a second approach we could have assumed that the household
also maximizes its utility with respect to housing attributes hh while the profit
maximization in equation (28) is subject to the conditions that all housing
attributes supplied equal the housing attributes demanded in a building, i.e.
/ = h3, u = h4, and H = -hs. The Lagrange multipliers to be introduced for these
constraints are then the shadow prices of the non-traded housing attributes. Both
approaches yield the same result. From this it follows that the assumptions of the
competitive market are not violated.
Moreover, it is not necessary to assume that all combinations of housing
attributes are available at every distance. This v.ill merely be determined by the
profit maximization of the owner of the building.
Consider first the choice of housing space s. The concave function (37)
maximized with respect to s yields:
(38)

^=Z£^i+^= 0,
ds y - qs s

from which
(39)

S = a2(a0 + a2rlyq~1-
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This demand function for housing space has unit price elasticity and unit income
elasticity. Consider next the choice of location. Utility depends on location
through housing rent q(r) and commuting time k • r. In equilibrium each distance r
must be demanded. Since in this model income does not enter into preferences for
locations we must conclude that all distances r are equally attractive: Utility is
independent of the distance from the CBD. Its level depends, of course, upon
income. Substituting (39) into (37) the indirect utility function is obtained:
(40)

U = («o + «2) In y + «o In (-^—) + a2 In (-^—)
\a0 + a2/

Va 0 + «2-

n

+ cti(T-kr)-a2\nq + £ a, In A,.
i=3

Solving for q, the bid housing-rent function becomes, where U0 denotes the
unknown utility level:
(41)

q = e~(u°/a*)aZ°/°*a2(a0 + a2r(a°+a2)/a2e(a>/a*)(T-kr)y(a°+a>)/°'*

• fi Af' /a *.
i=3

The unknown utility level exp (- U0/a2) has to be determined by the equilibrium
condition which will be shown in the next section. When neglecting the attributes
of housing, the right-hand side of equation (41), except the term exp (ai/a2(T —
kr)), is equal to the constant of integration one would obtain when integrating the
first-order condition of utility maximization with respect to distance r. The
constant elasticity of demand for the ith housing attribute with respect to the
housing rent turns out to be a2/a,. This result can be used for the profit
maximization procedure in equation (32). Profit and utility maximizations are
then interdependent through the various housing attributes. From equation (40)
certain conclusions may also be drawn about the shape of the bid rent function
with regard to housing attributes. If the various attributes combinations offered in
the market are to be taken by households, the right-hand side of (40) must be
independent of A, once q = q(r,hi) is substituted. For one particular housing
attribute A, this implies:
(42a)

-a2\nq(r, l) = -a 2 ln q(r, A,) + a/; In A,,

(42b)

q(r,hi) = q(r,\}-hf'a\

or

and for all housing attributes combined
(43)

q(r, A 1; A 2 , . . . , A„) = q(r, 1,1,..., 1) • f[ Af' /a *.
i=3

5. EQUILIBRIUM

The building dimensions actually offered and the housing space actually
demanded in a given city are the outcome of an equilibrium process. This
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equilibrium determines the utility level exp (- U0/a2) in equation (41), or the
constant of integration, entering the supply and demand functions and it depends
on certain macro conditions. In the simplest case—a moderate short run—the
area of the city, the population to be housed, and the average income of
households are given. As an alternative condition more apppropriate to the long
run, one could require the land rent to be the agricultural land rent at the edge of
the city. Simplifying further, the shape of the residential zone of the city may be
considered to be a square ring extending between distances r0 and r\ from the
CBD.
Consider now the supply of and demand for housing space at distance r from the
CBD as a function of the housing rent q(r). Per unit area the supply of housing
space is H/t. Assume a rectangular road grid. Distances are then the absolute sum
of East-West and North-South distances, say. The area in a strip of width dr
between distances r and r + dr from the CBD is then, approximately, 4r dr. Thus
the total supply of housing space located between distances r and r + dr is
(44)

supply of housing space = 4t~ïH(q(r))rdr,

where H denotes the height of the buildings between distances r and r + dr. The
demand for housing space per household of average income y is given in equation
(39). Between distances r and r + dr the number of households P(r) is, therefore,
(45)

P(r)dr = 4(a0 +

l l

a2)a2

r y-lH(q(r))q(r)rdr.

Here we have assumed that average incomes are the same at all distances.
Introducing a dependence of income on distance does not offer any principal
difficulties but makes the calculations more cumbersome (Beckmann [2],
Montesano [8]). If incomes tend to rise with distances because rich households
prefer more housing space at greater distances, then it can be shown that the
resulting housing rent function cuts twice the function obtained in the case of
equal average incomes. Roughly speaking, the housing rent level is the same in
both cases, but the curvature of the two housing rent functions is different; see
Büttler [3].
A given population of P households to be accommodated in a residential zone
extending between distances r0 and r\ from the CBD gives then rise to a condition
of macro equilibrium:
(46)

P= \ ' P(r)dr = 4(ao + a2)a2lrly-1 f ' H(q(r))q(r)rdr.
J

r0

J

r0

This condition is general in the sense that it does not depend on the housing supply
function H(q) derived in equation (36a). However, it does depend upon the
particular housing demand function derived in equation (39). Condition (46)
determines now the utility level exp (-U0/a2) as given in equation (41). To solve
explicitly, we substitute equations (36a) and (41) into equation (46), neglect the
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housing attributes, and obtain as the utility level after integration:
(47)

e-(uJa*)=4-ly-'"^(ala?-Y(v-sr1kr0+l)e-la*y'a*ly-'nkr°
-(ala2ly(y-er1kr1 +

l)e'ia'y/a2(y-e)]k^r(y-l!)/y

x(ao + a2) <a ° +a2)/Q2 ~ (v "" f)/v
X a2ay~e)/yaoao'^a\(y'e)/yj(2y-E)/y(y

-,,)-**-•"*

X (e - i)-<«-Wv /c ( 8 -i)/r c i/y
X 1(2(y~e'>/yp<-y~e)/y-v(y~e'l/y~taO+al)l0'2

a

e-(

l/aZ>T

The utility level U0 for all households with equal income tends to rise with
increasing nonworking hours T and with income y, since
(a0 + a2)/a2>\>(y-e)/y.

On the other hand, the utility level U0 tends to fall with increasing commuting
time k, population P, height of story t, and fixed structural cost C.
Substituting equation (47) into (41), the equilibrium housing rent becomes:
(48)

q=4-(y-*)/y[(aia2ly(y-eTlkr0+l)e~^y/^y-^kr<>

-(aia2My-«r 1 fo-i + i)e~[aiW"2(T~')1*T(l'~')/1'
K(a0 +

a2r(y-e)lya\(y-e)/ya2(y-e)/yy(2y-e)ly(y~eT2(y~°)/y

x(e-l)~ (l? ~ 1)/T rC (e "" 1)/Y
X Cl/ylr2<-y~'!Myp<-y~s'>/yv(y~'!^y

-(dl/a.!)kr

Observe that q, y, C, and C0 have, among others, the dimension unit of money.
The housing rent in equilibrium is, therefore, homogeneous of degree one in
money units. The equilibrium housing rent q tends to rise with increasing
population P, income y, height of story t, and fixed structural cost C, and it falls
with increasing distance at the growth rate of -otik/a2, which, in turn, does not
depend upon supply parameters. Substituting equation (48) into the land rent
function in equation (36c) the equilibrium land rent is derived:
(49)

p=4-l[(ala2ly(7-erlkr0+l)e-ia*y/a*(y-cnkr°

-(aia2ly(y-erlkri + l)e-^y/^(y-em^Tl
x(ao + a2)-lala2ly(y-e)-lk2Pye-^y/a*(y-emr.
The equilibrium land rent is not affected by the fixed structural cost C or by the
height of story t. The land rent p tends to rise with increasing income y and
population P, but falls with increasing distance at the growth rate of
-ai-yk/(a2(y — s)). Observe that the growth rate is greater than that of the
housing rent. Note also that it does depend on the supply parameters y and e, i.e.
the structural frame cost elasticities with respect to height H and area F.
Substituting equation (48) into (36a) we find in equilibrium the height of building
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to vary according to
(50)

H = 4~e/T(«ia2l'y(y-eTlkr0+l)

e-^'«^-^0

- ( a i « 2 l y ( y - e)'1*:/-! +1) e -KVa^-e)]^ j-,/ T
x(a 0 + a 2 )- e / X e / T a2~ E / V / Y (r-er 2 e / Y
X (g — ] y e - 1 > / Y £ - ( e - l ) / Y ^ - l / Y l L 2 e / - y n e / - v

E/y

-[a^/a-^Y-iOlfcr

Again, the height of building in equilibrium does not depend on the height of a
story t, as given by construction codes. The height H tends to fall with increasing
fixed structural cost C. With increasing distance, it falls at the growth rate of
-a iek/(a2(y - s )). Also, the height of building H rises less than proportional with
increasing population P and average income y. The latter means that the
equilibrium supply of housing space per unit area, H/t, rises with increasing
income.
Substituting equation (48) into equation (36b) the equilibrium area of a
building at distance r is obtained:
(51)

F = 4[(a 1 a2 1 r(r-e)" 1 ^o+l)e~ [aiWa2<v ~ E)] ' cro
- (ai«2 ly(y -e)~lkri + 1) e-K V^Y-B)]^ j
x.(a0 +

a2)aî2a2y-l(y-e)2(e-lTlCk-2p-1y-1e'*iy/a2(y-eVkr.

The area of building F in equilibrium is independent of the height of a story t. The
area F rises with fixed structural cost C and with increasing distance r from the
CBD at a growth rate of aiyk/(d2(y — s)). In absolute value this growth rate is
greater than that for the height of building H, since y > e. This means that as we
move from the CBD towards the edge of the city the area of building increases
faster compared to the height of building.
It is interesting to note that the volume of building increases with distance
from the CBD. Perhaps this is best visualized in comparing garden apartment
complexes with inner city apartments. However, this holds only for the free
market, i.e. the competitive housing market in the absence of technical constraints
on the design parameters and in the absence of land-use regulations. The cases of
technical constraints and land-use zoning are outlined in Büttler [3]. Finally, the
population density defined as the number of households per unit area can be
derived. Since the supply of housing space per unit area is H/t and the demand for
housing space per household is s, the number of households per unit area <P
becomes:
(52)

tp = Ht~ls~\

Substituting equations (39) and (50) into equation (52), the equilibrium population
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density $> is obtained:
(53)
<Z> = 4-1[(«1a2 Mr - e)~lkr0+1) e -Kv/« 2 (r-)]fcr 0
-(aia2 1 r(y-er 1 ^ 1 + l)e- [ "> Wa ^- E)] ' cr >r 1

xa?a2V(y-«r2*2P<T[a'1'/''*(1'-')]tP.
As one might expect, the population density <P does not depend on income y, nor
upon fixed structural cost C and height of a story t. Income y determines the utility
level UQ, the design parameters of housing construction F and H, and the rental
prices q and p. Because of the homogeneity of the macro condition of equation
(46) with respect to population, the household density <P is proportional to the city
population P. The population density <P tends to fall with increasing distance from
the CBD at a growth rate of -aïyk/(a2(y-s)) which turns out to be the same in
absolute value as that for the area of building F. Exponential population density
distributions have been observed by many authors, including Clark [5] and Muth
[9]. A shift of the commuting time k affects the population density 0 in the
following way:
(54)

401^0,
f \
dk I 0,

if

r^2a2(y-e)/(aiyk),
otherwise.

Equation (54) states that people would move from the area between the edge of
the city and the critical distance
r* = 2a2(y-e)/(aiyk),
into the area between the edge of the CBD and /•*, provided that the city
population is held constant.

6. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The functions presented in the previous section have been solved numerically,
using the following parameters which represent best guesses: a0 = 2, ai = 0.5,
a 2 = 1, s = 2, y = 3, y = 44 $/day, C = 7 $/day, C0 = 7.4 • 1015 $/(km 7 day), T =
15h, t = 2.5 • 10~3 km, k = 0.2/z/(km day), r0 = 1 km, ^ = 10 km, P = 3,900,000
households.
The "attractions" a, imply that the housing expenditure qs is one third of the
average income y. This proportion is representative for Switzerland, whereas a
typical value for the U.S.A. is twenty per cent. The daily income corresponds
roughly to an annual income of $16,000. Assuming a real interest rate of three per
cent (/' = 0.03), a depreciation rate of four per cent (S = 0.04), and a fixed cost per
day of $0.77, the structural frame cost for a two-story building with an area of
seventy square meters amounts to $27,657. However, in order to account for the
finishing cost /, the fixed cost has been raised to $7 a day. With this fixed cost, the
building cost including the finishing costs of the two-story building with an area of
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seventy square meters amounts to $60,142. The height of a story, given by
construction codes, has been set to 2.5 meters. Commuting time per kilometer and
day is 0.2 hours, hence, commuting ten kilometers a day back and forth requires a
loss of leisure time of two hours. The city radii r0, r\ are one and ten kilometers,
respectively. The city population of 3,900,000 households has been computed so
as to yield one-story buildings at the edge of the city.
Housing rent q, land rent p, and population density <P in equilibrium are
depicted in Figure 7. As was shown in the previous section, the land rent gradient
is steeper than that of the housing rent. The land rents exceed the housing rents
where the building density is high. Housing expenditure qs is about $440 a month.
Assume the real interest rate is three per cent (/ = 0.03); then the land price per
square meter, which is equal to the capitalized land rent, is $5,061 at the CBD
radius, and is $341 at the edge of the city. The land price at the CBD radius seems
to be too high, the explanation of which is as follows. The solution presented here
is that of the free market. It can be shown that the land rents are considerably
smaller in the case of binding technical constraints or binding land-use constraints
q,P
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on the design parameters (Büttler [3]). Moreover, the land rent at the edge of the
city will be smaller in the long run, i.e. it will be equal to the agricultural land rent.
The number of stories H/t, the area of building F, and the housing space
demanded per household s are depicted in Figure 8. The number of stories varies
between six, at the CBD radius, and one, at the edge of the city. The area of
building F at the CBD radius is smaller than the minimum area of building which
is required technically. The minimum area of building would be binding between
the CBD and about r = 3 km. Hence, land rents are smaller than those given in
H , F,s
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FIGURE 8.—Number of stories H/t, area of building
F[m2], and housing space demanded per
household s[m2] in equilibrium.

Figure 7 (Büttler [3]). From Figure 8 it follows that the buildings are narrow and
tall at the CBD radius, while broad and flat at the edge of the city. The housing
space demanded per household s tends to rise with increasing distance from the
CBD. It varies between 70 square meters, at the CBD radius, and 173 square
meters, at the edge of the city.
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APPENDIX

LIST OF SYMBOLS
a:
a/f:
BI, 62, BI'.
b\, b-i, b$:
C*:
C:
C* :
C0:
d:
F:
F0:
/:
H:
h:
hj :
/:
i:
K:
k:
Li,L2,L3:
'i>'2>'3 :
/:
/:
/*:
ld :
L„:
M:
MD:
Mw:
m:
n:
P:
p:
PK :
pB:
pL:
pM:
Q:
q:
r.
r0, r\:
s:
Sb :
t:
T:
T0:
U, U0:
u:
W:
wj:
w:
y:
z:
«i :
y:
yD :

Width of building.
Span width between supporting walls f: = 1,2,3, ...
Material costs associated with services of construction equipment.
Machine coefficients.
Fixed structural frame cost.
= C*(i + o) daily fixed structural frame cost.
Structural frame cost coefficient.
=C$ (i + S).
Thickness of walls.
s a 2 area of building.
Traffic areas for elevators, staircases, etc.
"Span width."
Height of building.
Thickness of ceiling.
Attributes of housing.
Cost of finishing.
Real interest rate.
Structural frame cost.
Time spent on commuting per unit distance from the CBD.
Labor costs.
Labor coefficients.
Live load.
Land price in units of money per area (cannot be confused with live load in text).
Continuous load.
Dead load.
Maximum load resting on a wall.
= MD + Mw, total quantity of material.
Quantity of material in ceilings.
Quantity of material in walls.
Maximum bending moment of a plate.
Gross investment in the building (maintenance, etc.).
Population of the city.
= / • ; land rent in units of money per area and day.
Critical load on walls.
Price of material consumed in association with machine hours (energy, etc.).
Wage rate per hour.
Price of material of walls or ceilings.
Gross housing space of a building (output) in units of area.
Housing rent in units of money per area and day.
Distance from CBD.
Boundaries of residential zone.
Housing space demanded per household in units of area.
Ratio of slenderness.
Height of story.
Nonworking hours per day.
Final time.
Utility and constant utility level, respectively.
Measure for garden space in units of distance.
Section modulus.
Multiplier of section modulus.
Half of width of road.
Household income.
Time.
Attractions of different consumption activities.
Elasticity of structural frame cost with respect to height of building.
Specific weight of ceiling material.
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y„ :
S:
£:
171:
T72:
£:
-n-*:
IT :
crz:
a-k :
erf.
<TO:
T:
<A:
<&'.
fi:
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Specific weight of wall material.
Depreciation rate of building.
Elasticity of structural frame cost with respect to area of building.
=3fy D /(»Via' 2 ) i
=2vvicr 2 //(3fx D ).
Static parameter.
Profit.
= IT* i profit per day.
Allowable stress of material.
Critical stress.
Yield stress.
Material constant.
Multiplier of buckling length.
Structural frame cost function.
Population density defined as number of households per unit of area.
Safety factor against buckling.
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